
PFSA BOD meeting minutes 2/16/2020 

Convened at 2:58 pm 

Welcome by President Michelle Fantaski to attendees: Kim Harkobusic, Greg McCalip, Andy 

Falk, Paul Cline, Julie Smith, Chris Juricich, Eric Antkiewicz, Ed Kilpela, Jeff Freund, John 

Siemening 

 

Motion to approve 1/18/20 meeting minutes by Paul, seconded by Michelle, approved 

unanimously 

 

Review of Kim’ spreadsheet showing payroll totalling $17,800 through January.  Kim said that 

on four occasions during the season so far that all available coaches were deployed.  Paul will 

use the sheet to validate against the USSA listing to verify compliance with CLIP requirements.  

Kim further commented that coaches seemed solid on the whole and that each coach appears 

at this point to be interested in employment next season.  

 

Discussion of Young Guns issue raised by Kim.  The word “Young” throws off coaching strategy 

to occasionally mix ages, older and younger together according to matching skill levels. The 

problem is that an older athlete doesn’t react positively to “Young”, feeling that term paints a 

juvenile ‘kiddie” designation onto the training. There was general agreement that “Young Guns” 

should  be renamed without kiddie overtones, or probably without shooting overtones for that 

matter.  Currently Kim is the head coach for Young Guns.  Next year, it seems likely that Julia 

Lang could be the coach to head the YG program. 

 

Update and discussion of raffle: Chris reports that 896 tickets were sold in total, and 104 

remained unsold.  The winner was athlete Trey Martin’s dad.  The raffle raised $22,500 which 

compares well to airbag purchase of $17,000. 

 

Discussion of trampoline crashpad: A large gymnastics crash pad should be purchased and 

used to fill the jump-to-bag gap of 8 to 10 feet .  Cost should be about $1,000. 

 

New Business: Discussion of Committees and Volunteers 

 

Head Parent Suggestion: There should be a Head Parent per discipline.  The head parents 

would act as official ambassadors and shoulder general inquiries, help with all the standard 

questions currently fielded  

USSA Registration and Membership Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is Greg McCalip 

 

USSA Event Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is Ed Kilpela assisted by Paul Cline and Eric Antkiewicz 

 

Sponsorship and Fundraising Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is John Siemening 

 



Marketing Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is Julie Smith 

● Initial ideas include updating the shadow box, and maybe event in parks with the public 

 

Welcoming Interested Athletes and Families Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is Jeff Freund, assisted by Eric Antkiewicz 

 

Uniform Committee 

● Andy Falk to ask Josh Royston to serve as volunteer organizer 

 

Social and Banquet Committee 

● Volunteer organizer Julie Smith anticipates participation of Rachel _____, Eileen 

Plummer, Kim Siemering and others 

 

Website Committee 

● Volunteer organizer is TBD 

 

Discussion of PD job description and duties is led by Michelle.  There is general agreement that 

too many hours are demanded, that the circumstances of this winter have been pushing Kim 

especially hard.  Succession planning rests on identifying and shifting some effort to an 

Assistant PD.  Kim to provide her recommendations for coaches to be trained to USSA 200 

level with a 2 year commitment to the team. 

as nauseum by the PD. 

 

A meeting of the BOD and PD to discuss the smoother functioning of the invert policy now that 

the team owns the airbag. Meeting set for Monday, February 24 at 6:30 at Kim’s office in 

Pittsburgh.  Greg McCalip offers to join to advise on liability exposures drawing on his 

experience as a lawyer. 

 

Julie provided a marketing and banquet update.  Neck-ups were ordered as the athlete gift.  The 

banquet is in good shape to be successful.  It is thought that the only senior this year is Noah S.  

 

Kim provided an update on USASA Nationals.  24 are signed up.  Fields have been trimmed 

approximately in half from previous years, so fewer athletes will attend. As a result, Kim is 

reducing coaches and reducing lodging expenses.  

 

Motion to adjourn moved by Michelle, seconded by Paul and approved unanimously at 3:55 pm. 

 

 


